To accommodate needs for the most important and urgent shipments, SAS Cargo offers you a solution focusing on your highest priorities and most urgent shipments: **Urgent Priority**

The Urgent Priority solution offers you flexibility, clear procedures and fast, punctual deliveries.

Urgent Priority at a glance:

- Fast airport-to-airport connection
- Next flight
- Priority handling
- Money back guarantee*

For booking or additional information on Urgent Priority, please contact your local sales agent or our customer support.

* Money back guarantee for urgent priority is applicable if:

- Shipments are not flown on booked SK intercontinental flight.
- Shipments are flown on delayed SK intercontinental flight and not flown on first connecting SK flight.
- Shipments flown on SK Intrascandinavian and SK European flights are delayed more than 3 hours measured on TOA.

All shipments must be booked, confirmed and accepted for carriage according to LAT times. Refund is made after settlement in CASS. Exceptions: CA, DE, JP and US domestic trucking network, discrepancies outside tolerance between booked and tendered, tech, strikes, wars, customs hold and other force majeure.